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Tektronix Inc Global Erp Implementation Information Technology Essay In order to overcome these limitations the top
management felt that the organization .

This involved making drastic changes in the organization model and also on processes. Accounts payables,
Charts of Accounts, General Ledger etc Plain Vanilla approached ensured that the company would presume
minimal modifications to the standard software which will subsequently reduce the maintenance cost, up
gradation cost and ensure integrity of the software was maintained. Then they focused on converting accounts
receivables and cost management in its regional accounting centres throughout the world. By resorting to
monitoring and steering committee, it becomes easy to identify risks and therefore work towards them
Vendor: Tektronix did not spend much time in comparing features and costs across vendors. In addition,
company was able to reduce problems by resolving them in early phases before extending them to other
divisions or locations. The company transforms each country from profit centre to commission center Office
Managers replace Country managers albeit supervisory or managerial duties. Additionally, the company also
includes financial consultancy firm Aris to ensure the best practices are followed as their management lacked
necessary expertise and faced stiff opposition from the workers and management staff for pursuing a change.
Closing the book entries each month took 2 weeks x Profitability of products and divisions was hard to realize
Data Analysis Carl Nuens vision gave a major impetus to the project to enforce ERP solution however it was
the CPID division that had been considering changing the legacy software to an integrated platform since long
as the division had outgrown so as to be supported by the legacy systems. Tektronix, in spite of being the
world leader in most of the businesses that it was catering to, was limited in terms of flexibility of its
operations and growth opportunities. In this manner, Tektronix was able to create change over a number of
project waves or phases. The Financial Transaction process is also changed by eliminating the back offices in
each country to continents. The company already has a ERP software for its Manufacturing division and hence
opts for a new software albeit the Manufacturing Division but ensures that the new service provider is able to
built up connectivity with the existing solution. First, the organization was not ready to commit to the changes
expected for the post-implementation business environment. Multiple packages from different vendors meant
more issues of maintenance, integration and up gradation. The vision comprised of 3 elements ii Leveraging of
Shared Services iii Staying plain vanilla as much as possible The 3 elements were extremely critical
considering the each division had its own instance of the system that managed its customer fulfillment process
and separate vision would ensure that requirements of one organization should not drive the practices of other.
He also received strong support from the presidents of the business divisions, various IT managers, in each
division. Selection of consultants was split into two sections. In addition, by using the staged approach to
implementation Tektronix did not have to expend the entire cost of the project upfront. The company has a
global presence with offices in 60 countries with worldwide leadership in Oscilloscopes with a market share
that is twice its immediate competitor. In such a global architecture, it was essential to retain the integrity of
the software except in conditions where competitive advantages could be gained. Second, the proposed
implementation represented a significantly different method of doing business than the current business
environment. This would facilitate standardisation, maintenance and future upgrading possibilities. Cost
control: The entire ERP implementation focussed on getting the project running with no cost overruns. Roles
of lesser functionality and business expertise were managed by low cost consultants Goal driven top
management: Tektronix was successful in its ERP implementation primarily because of the attitude of the
persons behind the project. Any mission critical decisions and scope of the applications were managed by Aris
Consulting which was a high end service provider. This approach also enabled a number of changes in the
business processes around the world, which in turn provided the stimulus to implement any improvement.
Tektronix faced implementation risks. This mitigates the risk of delays. This helped in making quick and
efficient decisions Quality of team: There were full efforts to choose the right project team, and there were
consistent efforts of proper communication Roll-out risks were managed by carefully orchestrating the timing
and order of rollouts. Although each wave would be managed independently, the overall project team would
manage the interdependencies to ensure that program remained on course. Related Interests. For roles that
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required less functional and more business expertise, the company brought in technical consultants to develop
programs and routines to support functional process. In order to overcome these limitations the top
management felt that the organization had to be restructured starting with Information Technology IT
infrastructure. Conclusion Successful ERP Implementation at Tektronix clearly shows that it is all about sound
management and problem solving. It is very important to keep the existing business process working
Dependency: The problems of implementing in stages are that each stage relies on information from other
stages. The biggest hurdle that the company was facing was related to its IT Infrastructure. After financial
applications were implemented, they added new capabilities as part of their business unit product information
Strong Management Support and Building a Coalition: With the mandate that Carl obtained from the CEO, he
was able to execute the project with unlimited authority and cut through the politics, allowing him to make
quicker and more effective decisions. In the first year they implemented a general ledger in 16 countries. For
example, program managers had flexibility to make upgrades or changes before rolling out future phases when
Oracle would release new versions of software. This helped lower resistance to change and sustained
momentum for the project as it quickly established a strong coalition of the willing to guide and support the
change Minimum interference: Carl was given complete freedom in the implementation.


